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ANCIENT MODERNISED

MANIFESTATION PRESCRIPTION

INTRODUCTION

From a heart breaking journey into becoming a Joyful
Journey. Energy is just all about matching frequency at
the right time and when you allow self to feel how much

abundance there is out there, you will easily forget
about old schooling.

Prosperity is a free flow of receiving and giving and
being equally grateful for it but it needs the heart

opening into Self Love.
Because there are so many levels of conscious debris
that stops manifestations such as your believe system

and holding on to old family ties.
A good example would be if you think you can have all
the wealth and health in the world as an automatic : that
is fantastic but if the little belief systems underneath
this consciousness have not been eliminated, the mind

will always take over the strongest level of counter
forces/sources. One of them could be that you believe

you have to work hard for it or that you are still
streaming on survival issues or that you have copied

believe systems from your parents, schools, books and
taken them for granted for your thinking capabilities

were to weak to override it with a higher level of
intelligence.

Do understand that mind tricks are very high in
intelligence without you being aware of them.
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As always the physical body, mental bodies and
emotional bodies need to line up with your spirit, with
what you think or the spiritual body otherwise we create
fractures or broken highways. These ruptures make you

fall when running or walking into a new level of
development. So, be cautious about what you think

24/7 because your cells will always immediately adapt
to it, even if you forget, they will not forget. So, the
cellular structure really copies anything you feel and

think, imagine these million thoughts a day ?
Somewhere along the road when we learn to let go,

eliminate and cleanse the cells from all negativity, you
will find great balance!

This year it is even harder then any year because too
many unhealthy ways are being exposed in society.

RESISTANCE, FEAR and the inner mental warfare are the
most important factors that keep us from transitioning.
Yet you can create your own dream, you can create a
space in the brain and align that to the creator self

which is your passion, the way you feel things, the way
you envision things comes from the brain, the way you

put it together comes from the sacral, the way you
accept it, believe it, feel the joy, comes from the heart.
Then again former experiences can stand in the way of
any creation because one remembers the footage of
pain, stress, unworthiness, disrespect or just many

failures.
Most importantly, it is what you make of it, how strong
are you to let go of belief systems that no longer work,
are you hard headed or easy going , are you willing to

surrender into
ACCEPTANCE, ALLOWANCE AND BECOMING THE

CREATOR OF NEW REALITIES ?

It will take conscious efforts, for every time a negative
emotion pops up, it is up to us to immediately override
it in order for it to vanish and keep that thought from

integrating. A good way to start out such a training is to
look at what you have been creating so far.

How does your life look like, are you satisfied or do you
still accuse outside factors to be the cause of distress,
discomfort and financial problems. It certainly has not

been easy for most of us, not having the technology and
knowledge of how to move from one life spam into

another and to never FEED into any of the density such
as we witness daily in society, economics, politics. Many
things came on the surface, yet so many things need a

repair kit as ourselves.

Letʼs open the vortexes where the dollars, yen or euros
come in timeless, subtract limitation daily through your

meditational set up and practice some Light
Engineering. That is the way to become unlimited.

You need to find your own juice, your particular ELIXIR
that replenishes self every day and ask your self very

frequently:
WHY ARE YOU DOING IT?

If there is still UNWORTHINESS swinging around wand
within your body, that means you still allow

enslavement! Just eliminate, evaporate, delete this low
degrees from your consciousness.

Start feeling the reach into the first level of creating
something you really love because it helps you to

understand the evolution of your business.
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ONCE YOU UNDERSTAND THE

EVOLUTION

OF YOUR DESIRES,

YOU ARE NOT AFRAID

TO CHANGE YOUR BELIEF!

DAILY, WEEKLY, MONTHLY!

You need to expect the manifestation of your desires
and match them to many sources and forces which

assist you in manifesting your new reality.
Witnessing your own impulses will assist you to receive
more and more,,, unless you are blocking it with your

own awareness.
DISCOVER THE POWER OF FOCUS!

DISCOVER YOUR POINT OF ATTRACTION AS AN
EXTENSION OF YOUR SOURCE ENERGY!

If something really feels good, isolate it. You only attract
your INTENT along your intuition and your imagination.

Make it a point to introduce your self to your own
power, now your brain power, know the flow of your

heart power, know your creative power in the sacral and
align them to what it is you really want to feel and live.
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MANIFESTING YOUR DESIRES:

EVERY DAY YOU CAN MAKE A NEW EXITING VISION
WHILE LIVING THE DREAM YOU WANT

DO YOU WANT TO DEVELOP A “NEW YOU” DURING THE COURSE
OF 30 DAYS, 3 MONTHS, AND LATER … WHILE ESTABLISHING
THAT ATHLETIC STRENGTH IT REQUIRES TO REALLY MANIFEST

ON THE SPOT & TAR GETTING WHAT YOU WANT ?
IT IS THE PRACTISE AND THE REPROGRAMMING THAT WILL CRE-

ATE NEW PATTERNS WITHIN YOUR
PSYCHOLOGY, YOUR MENTALITY AND YOUR NEW LIFE STYLE.

STOP THE SUFFERING NOW AND MAKE NEW CHOICES!
CHANGE YOUR DIRECTIONS AND TRUE VALUES!

WITH THESE PRESCRIPTIONS YOU CANNOT POSSIBLY FAIL!
BECAUSE YOUR DAILY MEDITATION AND FOCUS WILL BECOME

YOUR CHOSEN MEDICATION.

Remember, everything is about “choice”!
The stronger and detailed your choice is going to be,

the stronger and detailed the RESULTS WILL BE !
It is in the direction of collaborating and sharing, of helping, of
unifying where it touches your heart so deep, you will easily for-

get about the old ways.
TUNE IN WERE YOU SOUNDED OUT, THAT IS THE SECRET

TO EVERYTHING IN EVOLUTION !
There is no end to what you will be able to create as you

start working with this program in which you discover more
about self then you could have ever imagined.

The head, the heart and your REVITALISED mentality need to
work together in an equal balanced flow.

You learn to manifest on the spot,
or within a 3 months period, 6 months and 12 months

depending on your goals and refusing to accept anything less
that might still keep you from moving into the final

BREAK THROUGH NO MATTER WHAT !

IN YOUR HEART YOU REALLY KNOW
WHAT IS YOUR HIGHEST SPIRIT, YOUR

ASPIRATION MINUS THE EGO.
BUT YOU NEED TO KNOW WHY YOU

WANT TO ACHIEVE ANYTHING BECAUSE
THAT WILL KEEP YOU ON THE RIGHT

TRACKS.

YOUR ABILITY TO MANIFEST DEPENDS ON YOUR ABILITY TO
FLOW WITH YOUR GOALS, INTENTIONS AND INTUITION AS YOU

BRING THEM INTO ACTION.
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Manifesto
Consciousness
The Supper Attractor

SET YOUR INTENTIONS WITH THIS COMPLETE TOOLKIT
FOR INSTANT MANIFESTATIONS LIKE IN THE ANCIENT

DAYS AND WAYS YET MODERNISED.
ATTRACT THE RIGHT PEOPLE INTO YOUR “SPACE”

AND REFUSE ANYTHING LESS!
TUNE INTO YOUR AUTHENTICITY AND SOUND
YOUR PASSION OUT THROUGH PERSEVERANCE

AND STRENGTH.
SET YOUR PARAMETERS ON THE MOUNTAIN TOP

OF PROSPERITY, SUCCESS,
ABUNDANCE AND TOTAL LIFE CHANGES.

START YOUR GOLD RUSH !

YOUR ABILITY TO MANIFEST DEPENDS ON YOUR ABILITY
TO FLOW WITH YOUR GOALS, INTENTIONS AND INTU-

ITION AS YOU BRING THEM INTO ACTION

THE SECRET TO EVERYTHING IS EVOLUTION, FLOWING WITH IT
INSTEAD AGAINST THE INCOMING WAVES AND KNOWING HOW

YOU UPGRADE INTO THAT CONTINUOUSLY.

WE HAVE TONS OF INFORMATION AND ARE HUNGRY FOR WIS-
DOM, KNOWLEDGE AND INTELLIGENCE.

IF YOU WANT TO BE A MASTER TO ALL THINGS AND FROM ALL
THINGS YOU NEED TO LEARN FROM THE ANCIENT
MASTERS AND CONDUCT YOUR LIFE ACCORDINGLY.

WE ARE LIVING THE COME BACK OF EVERYTHING LOST:
ANCIENT TECHNOLOGY APPLIED WITH MODERN DAY APPS WILL
BRING THE EVOLUTIONARY TRACKS BACK INTO YOUR FEET:

AND THAT IS THE RETURN OF LIGHT CONSCIOUSNESS AND THE
LIGHT GRIDS IN EVERY BUSINESS!

As the Ancient saying goes : there is nothing in the whole uni-
verse but your Direct Connect to your Source, becoming one

with your Source and
following DIRECTIONS and REDIRECTIONS given in order to

manifest anything you wish.

Therefor, MAKE YOUR EVERY DAY

PRIORITY “THE FOCUS”

Start by creating a SPACE for you to connect with the universe
and everything in creation because that is setting in the highest
VALUE you can give back which is GRATITUDE before anything

else.

CREATE AND AMPLIFY THAT SPACE WHERE YOU MANIFEST EAS-
ILY IN ORDER TO REALLY GROUND YOUR DREAM AND BECOME

THE VISIONARY CREATOR SELF
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IT IS ALL IN YOUR
CRYSTALLINE GRID

These Crystalline Grids have been installed all over Earth for 20
years now

By Light Warriors that kept close to their Assignments.
Today these Grids expanded into multiple Grids that need to be
integrated in the Energy wheels or chakra system of your body

which can be done by the installation and integration of a
FOUNDATIONAL HOME BASE GRID

That you can install at any time in your home and from which
every entity in the home will benefit.

These Light Earth Grids will then expand into sub spaces that
will allow the

Forces and Sources of the Universe to step in and assist any
Creation

and Manifestation; for we are essentially made up of ELEMENTS.
These Elements will then assist your Spacial Grid to attract and

Manifest
EXACTLY what you bring into Creation.

Therefore, it is THE MOST IMPORTANT ELEMENT TO WORK WITH
throughout anything in your life as Grids have the capacity to
bring through information, direction, assistance and so much

more; just for you
To REMEMBER YOUR AUTHENTICITY and thus your capacity and

major POTENTIAL to just allow every manifestations.

Please email to receive the link to detailed information and
alignments to Crystalline Grid constructions:

unifiedfields@live.be

PHASE 1
ALIGNMENTS REQUIRED TO SET YOUR

MEDITATIONAL SPACE INTO INSTANT MANIFESTATIONS
THE BEST WAY TODAY TO SET UP ANY

MEDITATIONAL FOCUS WOULD BE THROUGH YOUR
CRYSTALLINE HOME BASE GRID WHICH WILL
BECOME YOUR BASIC STATION TO MANIFEST

ANYTHING ANY TIME
As the Ancient saying goes : there is nothing in the whole uni-

verse but your Direct Connect to your Source,
becoming one with your Source
and following DIRECTIONS given

in order to manifest anything you wish
= “Obedience”.

Therefor, MAKE YOUR EVERY DAY PRIORITY “THE FOCUS”

Start by creating a SPACE for you to connect with the universe
and everything in creation because that is setting in the highest

VALUE you can give back which is GRATITUDE
before anything else.

CREATE AND AMPLIFY THAT SPACE WHERE YOU MANIFEST
EASILY IN ORDER TO REALLY GROUND YOUR DREAM AND

BECOME THE “VISIONARY CREATOR SELF”
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Remember everything is a choice, the more we choose to align
in perfection as is required today, the easier all of the old con-
trolled and manipulative mind set will leave your brain to set its
intricate equipment to a Light Earth Brain and body. All of the
old mental attitudes and old TAGS need to be removed in order
to embrace our MENTAL BRILLIANCE and set ourselves free from

anything that brought us down over the years.
So here is another important factor that grids do : What happens
when not aligned , integrated with and working with the Crys-
talline Grids is that the density of the electromagnetic system

has ALL FREE OPTIONS to hack you over and over again because
your energy field has NO PROTECTION even if you use gem-

stones or light bulbs or anything else.
TODAY THERE IS ONLY THE GRID THAT SETS YOU FREE

and aligns you back to where you belong, where you are needed
and what you came in for to do on earth. So quite obviously

anything moving on Free Will will no longer be tolerated as it will
never set the records on the higher standards of the gathering

and Unitarian means.

There is a lot of information about the crystalline grids on my
website, should you have interest in knowing what it can do far

beyond the elimination of anything negative.

As you sit in that
peaceful space :

ALIGN TO YOUR CHACRA SYSTEM ?
(if at this stage you feel the energies coming in already wav-
ing through the body like an ocean, then you do not need to
set that up any longer for it has become a BEAM OF LIGHT!

ALIGN TO THE PILLARS OF LIGHT!

CONNECT TO YOUR SOURCE/SELF IN THE PITUITARY.

ALIGN TO YOUR CRYSTALLINE HOME BASE GRID STATION AND
ANCHOR THAT FIRMLY IN.

NOW YOU ARE READY TO SET UP THE

PENTAGRAMS OF PLEASURE FOR YOU TO

MANIFEST ON A DAILY LEVEL, IT COMES DOWN

TO THE NUMBER 555

( 5 equals the 5 points on a pentagram, we work with 3 penta-
grams)

Set up an upward White Light PENTAGRAM all over the body as
in the Design given that will move with the IONS in the body and

provide a quick transition.
An ION indicates an action, a process, or a state of being.

Thus when choosing words that end on ʻIONʼ on your penta-
grams, it means that they move into activating the conscious-

ness of these words in the body and thus assist your manifesta-
tion process :

Left bottom dot : Perfection, top dot: Direction, right bottom dot
: Succession, left upper angle : Elimination, right upper angle :

Completion.

Breathe that White Light Pentagram through for a few minutes as
this is connected to your White Light beam that comes through
Lake Erie in Ohio as that is the place on the planet that hosts the

white ray of purification, elimination and economic wealth.

Over this White pentagram set up a Black downward pentagram
and choose your own ionic words on these 5 dots.

It means that you can choose 5 words that you really need to in-
tegrate in the body, but they need to be ions.

Simply stated choose 5 words that end with ʻIONʼ such as :

Designation, fertilization, manifestation, realization, expecta-
tion, creation, affection, and so on.

MY EXAMPLE : ACTION, REACTION, CREATION,

FERTILIZATION, MANIFESTATION
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Breathe your Black Pentagram through for another 5 minutes as
it is connected to the Black universe we are living in right now. It

hosts the Omnipotent Energy for manifestation.
This is fun to do because one can frequently change the ions on

this Black pentagram when integrated.
The ions on the white pentagram will remain the same as they

will lead into completing all of the old.
As you move with your White Light Pentagram , it will first lead
you to Perfection of any kind, : this means that you need to let
go of anything that stand in the way of creating a perfect life for
yourself such as old relationships, family members, old habits,
addictions, fears, judgement, self manipulation, old memory

bands, stuck patterns or any issue that may hold you back. Re-
member : this age is all about removing the emotional body and
allowing the higher Mental, Spiritual and Sensual bodies to take

over .
Then direction : It is important for you to know in which direc-
tion you are heading with your life as you are setting new goals

into manifestation.

LETS EXPLAIN THE DOTS ON

THE WHITE PENTAGRAM
DIRECTION AND REDIRECTION comes through the Lavender

planes instant manifestations ,simply state :

“MY DIRECTION AND REDIRECTIONS RIGHT NOW” and place
these words in the middle of your brain. Repeat a few times until
you see these Golden words surrounded by lavender spheres in

your brain.

You will feel these directions coming through with your intuition
during the day and you can repeat this as often as you feel like

it.

PERFECTION is important to integrate for it allows you to polish
your issues and clear out old mental/physical/emotional tur-

moil as often times, A SIMPLE THOUGHT CAN JUST KEEP US
FROM MANIFESTING!

SUCCESSION : Should you wish to work deeper into a truly suc-
cessful space, then the SILVER RAY is the color to really anchor

in the body simply by inviting the silver ray , breathing it
through with the mantra :

“I Am 100% success” and repeating it.

Anything you REPEAT in the brain becomes a new consciousness
and overrides all the old thinking patterns.

ELIMINATION is often seen as the hardest process to go
through as humans tend to hold on to many times to the past
and outside forces for their problematic static. Today however ,
there are so many techniques to quickly transform the brain-

waves and allow the glands in our body to release any old issue
which is a necessity for creation to take place.

COMPLETION means that everything you have lived until now
on earth and before that needs to leave your space for there is a
lot of density such as health problems, mental attitudes and

people that keep us moving on a downward spiral or that keep
us from manifesting a wonderful life on every level of our being.

SET UP THE GOLDEN PENTAGRAM

That is meant to put things you desire into instant manifestation
and thus your working pentagram : you can put any PHRASE

INTO THAT GOLDEN PENTAGRAM AND BREATHE THAT PHRASE
INTO IT and run it through the spinal column with your out-

breath from the frontal sinus or third eye area down the spine.

As you breathe out, the pentagram runs down and back up the
spine and manifests the phrase you have been putting into it. I
would suggest you repeat 1 phrase like 10 times and then try
out another phrase and another. When you practice this for a
while, you get very accustomed to it and will manifest immediate
reactions in our environment. It is also a good exercise to up-

grade your breathing system.
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When in deep focus, COLORS WILL MANIFEST IN THE GOLDEN
PENTAGRAM THAT YOU RUN UP AND DOWN THE SPINE THAT

ARE VERY SPECIFIC TO YOUR PARTICULAR PHRASE OR MANTRA.

You may just want to breathe the 5 dots on your upward Golden
pentagram in between your eyebrow or design it in the air and
breathe it through as you visualize a simple Golden Pentagram.

Then just say for example :

“My 100% successful enjoyable newly created T-shirt that sells
like magic” and place that into the Golden pentagram while you
breathe these words in your Golden Pentagram , as you breathe
out , the Golden pentagram will run down through your open

spine, and back up the spine where it stations again in between
your eyebrows.

Please repeat for a few minutes and let go.
Some people like to do 5 phrases 5 times for 5 days as that also

creates the magical number 555. (3 x 5pentagram)
From my experience however, this is not necessary.

Depending on what kind of words that are your desires are be-
ing placed in your Golden Pentagram, it will show you many

more colors that assists the manifestation to occur.

THIS IS A MATTER OF TRUSTING SELF, ALLOWING THE MANIFES-
TATION TO COME THROUGH AND ACCEPT THE FLOW AND THEN

LET GO, LET GO, LET GO

Without letting any thought in the way of this manifestation. You
may want to do this with many other things you would like to

manifest and observe how that grows.

The more detailed your phrase is, the more intense the manifes-
tation will be. The universe loves DETAIL!

Another example:
ʻMy perfect harmonious, deep sensual, extremely interesting,
mutually respectful relationship and friendship with (fill in a

name).
Another way to do this is working with your “I AM” as you start

to infuse a sentence into your golden pentagram.

An example : “ I AM 100% BEING RESPECTED, LOVED, ADMIRED
BY EVERYBODY”

“ I AM HAVING THE BEST CONVERSATION EVER WITH (fill in the
name) solving all the problems between us”

“I AM ALLOWING MY NEW JOB AT (fill in the name) TO BRING MY
HIGHEST POTENTIAL AND DESIRES INTO EVERY DAY MANIFESTA-

TIONS.

When you run that through the spine, most of the time you will
get colors like bright burgundy, blue and white which are colors

that demand respect.

But keep in mind that we are all different, so the codes coming
in with the phrases are different for every body.

I would suggest to maybe work with 3 to 5 phrases a day for 5
days , run them through 55 times and then change phrases AND

LET GO.

This is really going to put these wishes, dreams, desires into
manifestation real quick when you LET GO and do not give it any

further thought.
GOLD MEANS: Gold rays, Golden universe, Golden Age, the

alchemy coming through and this first Golden Age or what is
termed “NEW LIGHT EARTH ATLANTIS”.
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The Frontal Lobe region in the brain is the working personʼs for-
mat that connects easily the light and the physical planes until
there is no difference and therefor manifestation happens as

that is YOUR SEAT OF CREATION AND ORIENTATION WHERE YOU
HOLD YOUR FOCUS FOR YOUR BUSINESS PLANS, YOUR DREAMS,

YOUR DESIRES, ESPECIALLY YOUR GOALS.

.

If you are not used to working with light : all you need is your

INTENTION, INTUITION AND IMAGINATION

To set anything while trusting your Source Connection

and anchoring that in, BECOMING IT, REMEMBERING IT

EVERY DAY ON A NEW LEVEL!

In the beginning it may be not so easy for you to
focus on that but when practise becomes integration,
your triangular grid in the capstone will be just an

automatic.

As the CREATOR SELF, YOU CAN BUILD AND INVITE
ANY GRID ! YOU CAN ASK WHICH GRID IS BEING RE-

QUIRED FOR YOU!

IT IS IN THE QUESTIONING THAT WE
RECEIVE ANSWERS

IT IS IN THE INTELLIGENT, DETAILED
QUESTIONS THAT WE RECEIVE

DETAILED ANSWERS!
SET YOUR INTENTION, INTUITION AND IMAGINATION ON

MANIFESTING YOUR DREAMS, WISHES AND DESIRES .

TRUST, ALLOW AND ACCEPT
That is all you need to do in order to let anything come through!
Donʼt let any DOUBT, FEAR, JUDGEMENT AND OTHER MENTAL

NEGATIVITY move into this space.

If so, you know what to do: eliminate or subtract the energies
with what you have learned until now. The best elimination pro-
cedures always come through the black/white and lavender rays

and your glandular system.
The pituitary is number one to clear fears and stuck patterns.
But do keep in mind that all the glands in the body work to-

gether.
There are a lot of examples of how to clear your system out

through the 12 episodes which you will find on my website.Or
just follow through what is being offered in your meditation.

It means that you will take what is of low frequency and you will
transform it and turn it into Golden Light! Even though you may
be surrounded by people who are filled with fear and anger and

other low frequency emotions and who are making choices
based on these emotions, you will make your choices from Love

and Compassion and you will be the Diamond of Light that
shines clearly and magnificently.
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NO MATTER WHAT HAPPENED TO YOU, SEE IT AS IT IS, ACCEPT
IT WITHOUT JUDGEMENT AND MOVE ON 100% FOCUS.

One hour of inner action is worth 7 hours of outer action. Inner
action is your meditation, your Direct Connect with your Source,

where you receive information effortless.

Yes it takes discipline. If you come short on discipline, work
your way through with the GRANITE RAY AND RED RAY FOR

STRENGTH. Define your day in the morning and focus on each
hour, then the bigger goals, then the personalised affirmations
for your goals. Put symbols in your house that remind you of

your goals and the end result.

FEEL IT UNTIL YOU CAN TASTE IT

START YOUR DAY BY TAKING ACTION, NO MAT-
TER HOW SMALL!

Create that attitude of gratitude and start your
day with being grateful for all the blessing you re-

ceive as an
automatic such as your breath, people you en-
counter, new opportunities even though many

times we are blind to see them, your family, your
social life.

There is so much to be grateful for, but there is
but one principle to achieve what your really want:

“UNWAVERING
BELIEF IN SELF !”

ALIGNMENT
Imagine A SINGLE GOLD COIN under your feet and

SEVERAL GOLD COINS that you place on places in the
world like on a world map where you would like your
business to match and create links with. (You may just
want to print out a page with the world map on it and
place some gold coins on it, even just designing them

on that page will do).
Even if you only want a new job that makes good money, or if
you should want to only create a small business for something

you truly like.
It does not matter as long as you put your intentions on the
highest values within because that is the way to attract the

highest value surrounding your life, your social interactions and
business connections.

“YOU ATTRACT WHAT YOU ARE” even though that is sometimes
hard to accept, remember we are not always conscious of what

drives us on the
inside, therefor, the outer world is a laboratory of observation

where you meet up with your self through what people mirror to
you.

An example would be that from your
INTENTION INTUITION AND IMAGINATION

you place a gold coin on
Cape town in Africa, one on Brazil and one on Tahiti because

INTUITIVELY these are 3 places in the world where you can make
the best of money with your product or your desires/wishes …

your new job or hobby.

If you donʼt know what the countries are through which you
would like to attract people that are interested in your produc-
tion line, you just sit in meditation, connect to your Source or

call forth a guide or Team of Light you feel comfortable with and
ask for ideas, intuition, knowledge …

(this comes as learned through the blue/green rays)
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Most of the time these are countries we already visited in our life
like through an excursion, a holiday, just a visit out of interest.
Or it may also be that you would like to attract people from the
whole wide world or only the country/town you are living in

currently.

REMEMBER, YOU ARE THE CREATOR SETTING YOUR GOALS AND
ACTIONS INTO CO-CREATING WITH WHAT IS IN EXISTENCE.

EVERYTHING YOU CAN IMAGINE IS IN
EXISTENCE! ITʼS A MATTER OF LISTENING AND TRUSTING

YOUR ANSWERS !
`

WRITE DOWN WHAT YOU GET:

The countries, why, missing answers … so you can pick them
up later and GET REALLY CLEAR ABOUT THIS !

`
When you donʼt know “WHY” , you will miss out on the manifest-

ation. Meditate and focus on this until you KNOW!

ACTIVATE YOUR IDEAS AND TRUST THEM WITH THE BLUE RAY AS
YOUR MIDNIGHT SUN STREAM ON THE OTHER SIDE

AND STATE CLEARLY:

I AM CREATING FROM THE OTHER SIDE
CRYSTAL CLEAR INSIGHT INTO WHERE I AM HEADING

AM AM INVITING MY SPIRIT GUIDES AND MY TEAM OF LIGHT TO
BRING THROUGH THE INFORMATION NEEDED

TO MANIFEST MY BUSINESS NOW AND IN WHICH COUNTRY.
(This may as well be your home town).
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Then call forth your INTUITIVE GOLDEN BUSINESS
TRACKS by breathing them through:

That would feel like a bit of buzzing of golden filaments
or lines anchoring through your feet when you sit in
meditation but it is fun to do and yet may need some
endurance and perseverance to truly anchor them very

strongly.

THESE TRACKS WILL CONNECT TO THE MERIDIAN LINES
IN YOUR BODY AND THUS OPEN

INFORMATION THROUGH YOUR NERVOUS SYSTEM.

Even if you do not feel this and your feet chakras
May be blocked a little - just ask your guides to open

these meridian lines up, keep on trusting!
Many ideas may open up through this feet connection
that will flourish throughout the day as they align to

your Business Grid.

Now is the time to really work with your pentagram of
pleasure and start manifesting your hopes, your dreams,
your desires, your wishes, your talents and open up to

the highest of your potential!

You may start this process out by stating the following
phrases or mantras through your Golden pentagram :

`
“MY” DIVINE ESSENCE AND LAVENDER SPARK SELF IN THE

HEART OPENED UP TO THE DEEPEST LEVEL OF MY
HEARTSʼ DESIRES “

And repeat a few times, or all the way during your daily
activities.

“MY ALLOWANCE TO EXPERIENCE THE MOST ADVENTUR-
OUS RIDE WITH MY HIGHER LEVELS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
TO FIRE MY ENGINE INTO THE UNLIMITED OMNIPOTENT

SPACES OF CREATION
(that comes through the Black Universe

AND THE BLACK RAY)

“I NOW ASK MY SPIRIT SELF TO ASSIST ME IN THE PRO-
CESS OF MANIFESTING ON THE SPOT”

In order to do this:

CALL FORTH YOUR “SPIRIT SELF CODE”

That may simply come through a number, a waving
through the heart, a symbol, anything …as you sit in

meditation.
Pay attention to the colours you get, pay attention to the
formation of a symbol that may be part of a certain lan-

guage such as Hebrew or the Tibet language.
This will depend on what your Essence deeply stands

for.

AND LISTEN, LISTEN, LISTEN,
the voice within your heart is very subtle at times …
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WHAT ARE YOU PASSIONATE ABOUT?It is all a matter of activating the muscles of ideas until
you become a computer ship of ideas.

After that, invite your passion to open up through the
highest level, that comes through integrating the Red
Ray and waving that through with the Silver Ray of pure

Success.
Because an idea without passion = nothing.

WHAT IS YOUR TRUE PASSION AND WHY?
WHAT IS LIMITING YOU TO NOT ALLOW THAT

PASSION IN?

YOU NEED GUTS TO MAKE IT
and strengthen your instincts, goals, actions, inventions

until it becomes a daily commitment.

Keep on learning and working your way through
until you get there! Until you start to see little manifest-

ations.

Pay attention to low worth, disbelieve, resistance, faith,
fear,

any emotion can stand in the way: release them through
some valuable techniques that bring through a final

evaporation of old and worn out systems that will never
align to what you are willing to invest to become ONE

WITH YOUR AUTHENTICITY!

Be clear about what your passion is and integrate it in
your heart so that you can feel it any time any where.

INTEGRATION IN THE HEART COMES THROUGH FEELING
IT, IMAGINING IT IN YOUR MEDITATION AS IF IT HAD

ALREADY MANIFESTED.
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What kind of emotions, believe
system and mental barriers need to be cleared to find

your space of instant manifestations? PHASE 2

Be clear on the first Phase as the alignments set there
are the alignments you SET EVERY DAY AS YOUR SPACE
WITH YOUR SOURCE until you really become them and
can easily change your grids , become accustomed to
communicating with your guides or the elements and

elementals.

It would be good to ask to which Team of Light
you belong: That may come through one of the first 12
Rays of Creation: One of these rays represents your

Team of Light.

START OPENING A WISH LIST

A MANIFESTATION LIST THAT YOU FILL OUT ON AN

EVERY DAY LEVEL FOR 1 week or for 1 month in the or-

der you would like them to manifest.
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Anything “MATERIAL” like a business and what kind of
business or a second income stream, or moving your
hobby into a business or material things like the latest
technology for your computer, housing, car, or a new

job in which you make great money.

BE AS CLEAR AND DETAILED AS YOU CAN AND
DESCRIBE EACH ITEM TO THE DEEPEST LEVEL YOU CAN

WHILE FEELING THEM AS ALREADY
MANIFESTED.

TAKE YOUR TIME FOR IT AS YOU CAN ALWAYS
COMPLETE THE LIST WHEN NEW IDEAS COME IN .

START OPENING A WISH LIST/MANIFESTATION LIST
THAT YOU FILL OUT ON AN EVERY DAY LEVEL

FOR 1 week or for 1 month

Anything “EMOTIONAL, MENTAL, SPIRITUAL” such as
more intelligence, more ideas, more mutually enjoyable

relationships, people that support your growth …

GET CLEAR AND DETAILED ABOUT ALL THESE ITEMS UN-
TIL YOU CAN TRULY FEEL THEM.
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MY MATERIAL WISHES

START WITH SMALL EASY

MANIFESTATIONS
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MY EMOTIONAL WISHES

41

MY MENTAL WISHES
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MY SPIRITUAL WISHES

PHASE 3

SET YOUR DAILY ALIGNMENTS IN WITH YOUR SPACE,
WITH YOUR SOURCE,

in the crystalline grid for instant manifestation until you
really

become them and can easily change your Grids,
become accustomed to communicating with your guides
or the elements or elementals, and especially your Team

of Light.

The Frontal Lobe region in the brain is the working per-
sonʼs format that connects easily the light and the phys-

ical planes until there is no difference and therefor
manifestation happens as that is

YOUR SEAT OF CREATION AND

ORIENTATION WHERE YOU HOLD YOUR
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FOCUS FOR YOUR BUSINESS PLANS, YOUR DREAMS,

YOUR DESIRES,

ESPECIALLY YOUR GOALS.

OPEN UP TO THE GOLDEN UNIVERSE
we are entering as represented through the

GOLDEN ROSE on the Design given.
Breathe through the deep Golden waves as you call them

in.
Open this up through the heart and let it expand for a

few
minutes until you feel that Golden pulse through the

Heart.

A Golden Rose is very powerful to open up your
HEARTSʼ DESIRES

After that lets bring that tasty ORANGE RAY OF
CREATION (meaning it carries the consciousness of cre-

ating with ease and grace) in your heart centre.

The best way to do this is by calling forth the
SONAR WAVES

and the orange cancer sign around the heart with the
Golden Rose in the heart and ask:

THE SONAR WAVES TO OPEN YOUR HEART T

O MAXIMUM POTENTIALS.

Breathe that through for about 5 minutes until you feel
the cancer sign really moving through with the orange
ray and the gold tones that come from your Golden

rose.

Depending on your meditational expertise: you may feel
that the GOLD ROSE AND ORANGE WAVES EXPAND INTO
YOUR ENERGY FIELD AROUND YOUR BODY AND BRING
YOU INTO A STATE OF SURRENDER TO THE UNIVERSE

AND YOUR SOURCE.

When you are bathing in this powerful engine of Golden
orange waves, there is no end to what you can attract
and create because people and elements will feel these

energies.
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OPEN THE EDONIC GATEWAY (Garden of Eden) IN YOUR

SACRAL CENTRE AND CALL FORTH THE WAVING OF THE

CREATOR SELF TO ALIGN WITH YOUR BRAIN

CAPABILITIES FIRST AND YOUR SOURCE.

Whatever you invite in your Space of Focus, the Crystal-

line Grids will always come through as an assisting hand

from your guides.

THE BODY, THE BRAIN AND YOUR CREATIVE SELF NEED
TO GET ON THE SAME TIMELINE,

THAT IS ALIGNMENT TO PERFECTION!
DO NOT ALLOW FAILURE AND SET THAT

INTO YOUR BRAINS:

I AM ALWAYS 100% ALIGNED!
REPEAT AS MUCH AS YOU CAN DURING THE DAY!

When you are really Grid savvy, it is easy to get a code
or symbol or ray formula that represents the Creator

Self.
Just sit in meditation, trust and allow it to filter in.

Patience is the best parameter…. through the Blue Ray.

“THERE IS NO RHYME BEFORE ITS TIME”
ALWAYS KEEP ON READJUSTING YOUR MENTALITY!

Connect TO the Creator Self
( in the frontal lobes),
Your Source Self
(In the pituitary GLAND)
and Spirit Self
(In the heart centre)

Learn to feel how your intentions are being catapulted
on the highways of a deeper meaning.

Make a list of how you would like your life to be :

NEVER LIMIT YOURSELF BECAUSE THE UNIVERSE DOES
NOT KNOW LIMITATION!

Housing, jobs, relationships, holidays, extra job, money
flow,

Success, fitness levels, healthy sustainable diet....
Please detail out as much as you can because details fill

in
completion .Take your time while sitting in meditation
with your Business grid in the capstone, in the frontal

lobe.

IMAGINE YOU HAVE BEEN HOLDING YOUR SELF BACK

FOR AN ENTIRE LIFETIME JUST TO REALISE HOW MANY

CAPABILITIES AND GIFTS YOU TRULY ALL HAVE.
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PHASE 4

SET YOUR DAILY ALIGNMENTS IN WITH YOUR SPACE “
””IN THE GRID”””WITH YOUR SOURCE

until you really become them, become accustomed to
communicating with your guides or the elements

or elementals.

ALWAYS CONNECT TO YOUR

TEAM OF LIGHT!
Make a list of who you were during child hood, what you
enjoyed, what you were passionate about, what you dis-

liked, what you
cannot possible talk about.

Remember it is a CONVERSATION between “you” and the
“New You”! There is a lot of value in making that list as

it may
reveal many things that can assist the process of

KNOWING WHAT YOU WANT.
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CHILDHOOD PASSION, JOY, MEMORIES CHILDHOOD STRUGGLE, TRAUMA, DISLIKES
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Make a list of who and what you would like to be
“now “and if you would like to re-integrate things from

childhood or not :
Physical appearance, character, mentality, your job cap-

abilities, your connections, your relationships, your
emotions,

mental-physical-spiritual power….
This may take you into a very deep space with your Spirit Self
where you may discover things you really want but never AL-

LOWED yourself to even think about them…..

DO NOT LET ANYONE DEFINE YOU! EVEN IF IN THE PAST YOU
WERE OVERRULED BY NEGATIVE THOUGHTS SUCH AS : ʻ

I am not good enough, I am too weak, I am not worth it, I donʼt
have intelligence, nobody appreciates me,

I am never supported...

Many of these things come from people such as your parents
and teachers.

THESE THOUGHTS ARE NOT YOU! Do no longer ALLOW
ENTRANCE OF SUCH THOUGHTS , INSTEAD ELIMINATE, TRANS-

FORM THEM IMMEDIATELY UNTIL YOU FEEL
THE RELIEF AS YOU CAN LEARN THAT THROUGH MEDITATION,

YOUR SOURCE, YOUR GUIDES.

When you do not believe in your self, nothing will ever work !
You need to make it a must in order to be able to follow through

to the
bottom line of manifestations daily.

From the small things where you determine what you can do, to
how you are going to do it, into creating that vision, into taking

unwavering action.
Take your time to fill this out for a whole day as you may always
want to add and subtract things during your growth process.
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Who would you like to be

and look like TO PEOPLE
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Phase 5

SET YOUR DAILY ALIGNMENTS IN WITH YOUR SPACE
WITH YOUR SOURCE until you really become them, be-
come accustomed to communicating with your guides

or the elements or elementals and especially your
Team on the other side.

WHAT WOULD MOTIVATE YOU TO ACHIEVE YOUR GOALS
besides getting in perfect physical, mental, spiritual

health.

IN OTHER WORDS WHAT KIND OF SCENARIO IS
GOING TO EMPOWER YOU SO STRONG THAT YOU WILL

TAKE ACTION EVERY DAY.

WRITE YOUR SUCCESS STORY AND COMPLETE
THAT EVERY DAY
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INTROSPECTION THROUGH MEDITATION IS THE DEEPEST
INVESTIGATION TO GO THROUGH TO FIND WHAT YOU

WANT AND HOW YOU WANT IT!

BECAUSE THAT IS WHAT WILL MAKE THE BIG
DIFFERENCE ALONG YOUR NEW STORY OF EXTREME
SUCCESS AND HOW YOU WILL MOTIVATE YOURSELF

INTO IT!

If you miss out on motivation, that is only “FEAR”:
Fearing the new, fearing the study, fearing hard work,

fear
of failure, fear of being judged, fear of family members
getting in the way and judging you, fear of the UN-

KNOWN especially.

There is so much fear besides unworthiness, stubborn-
ness,

resistances and laziness that keep you from motivating
Self on all levels and thus the brain keeps on telling you

the same old
dumbing down stories:

BREAK THROUGH IT, ALIGN AS LEARNED,
ELIMINATE ANY FEAR ALL OF THE TIME AND SET YOUR

PARAMETERS ON THE HIGHEST
LEVELS OF FOCUS !

Focus on books, mentors, knowledge through medita-
tion and

Direct Connect, courses, and LISTEN TO SELF!

LISTEN TO SPIRIT LOGIC
versus earth logic that make no sense.
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MAKE A LIST OF ALL THE FEAR LEVELS
YOU URGENTLY NEED TO ELIMINATE
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HOW WILL YOU TRANSLATE YOUR MOTIVATIONS INTO
“REAL LIFE GOALS”?

WHAT ARE THE GOALS YOU WOULD LIKE TO ACHIEVE
AND THROUGH WHICH

SOURCES/RESOURCES AND FORCES?

BE ASSERTIVE AND CERTAIN !
YOU NEED TO BE INSPIRED BY YOUR SPIRIT.

I would strongly advise to invite your Spirit code and al-
low that to integrate in the body.

Everything you experience is a mirror of
your inner world.

MAKE IT STRONG !

Remember: ask as many detailed and qualified ques-
tions as you can with your Direct Connect to your Source
, guides, teams of light. The best way to get into more
knowledge and resources would be through Green Light

Go.

TO CREATE A FOUNDATION OF GOALS, YOU NEED THE
KNOWLEDGE AND UNDERSTANDING

OF WHAT CREATES IT,

DONʼT LEAP, BUILD STEP BY STEP
AND RESET YOUR GOALS EVERY DAY
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Make a list of your motivation
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IDEAS

How much money would you like to make?
How much time are you willing to invest in self

on an every day level?

What kind of valuable BUSINESS AND FRIENDSHIP
bonds would you like to attract and how?

How would you like your business, new job or any wish
to look like, flourish and grow?

What are your readily available sources? What are the re-
sources you need to apply to keep you motivated in

achieving your goals. How will you gain more
knowledge, faith, perseverance and courage:

This may take quite some focus in meditation and up-
grading this on an every day level.It would be great to
set up all 3 pentagrams on a daily level in your special
space and work on 1 item one day at a time and then
expand on your items while you have a ready to go

questionary and open up to:

ALL COMMUNICATION LEY LINES WITH YOUR TEAM.
That is the way to receive messages and trust these

messages while you also interrogate your SELF.

From one communicative idea rises another and so
forth. It is by expansion and being receptive that one

can open up to NEW PERCEPTIONS
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MAKE A LIST OF YOUR IDEAS
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Questionary
with your guides

MAKE A LIST OF NEW PERCEPTIONS YOU WOULD
LIKE TO RECEIVE
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PHASE 6
Starving to get fulfilment, joy and a satisfactory

lifestyle that is always growing into more and more
passion needs:

TO HAVE THE MENTAL BRILLIANCE, THE PHYSICAL
CAPACITIES AND FITNESS CIRCULATION IN ORDER

TO MANIFEST ON THE HIGHEST LADDER OF FULFIL-
MENT WHICH IS A NEVER ENDING SPIRAL INTO SUC-

CESS AND LOVING YOUR LIFE.

THE PAST IS YOUR CURRENT PERSPECTIVE,
IN ORDER TO CHANGE THAT YOU NEED TO LEAVE THE
PAST with what you have learned through the elimina-

tion procedures .

You will need to continuously UN-DATE when things
pop up AND BECOME YOUR AUTHENTIC STRONG SELF
through discipline and perseverance, because past ex-
periences, thoughts, believes and consciousness is ex-
actly what gets in the way of manifesting and attracting

on the spot.
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FINDING THE ROOT OF THE PROBLEM OR ILLNESS
EQUALS FINDING SELF BACK AND PULLING IN YOUR NEW

SUNNY TRACKS.

THE WHEELS AND REALS OF YOUR LIFE.

HOW MUCH TIME AND ENERGY ARE YOU WILLING TO IN-
VEST INTO THE FOCUS, YOUR GRATITUDE,

BEING IN THE MOMENT AND SETTING EVERYTHING BACK
IN ORDER TO BECOME ENERGY EFFICIENT,

How are you going to upgrade your health daily :
what are the products you could easily start to elimin-

ate, what are the products that you should add.

REMEMBER WHEN WORKING WITH LIGHT, IT
HAPPENS YOU AUTOMATICALLY WILL NOT BE ABLE TO

PROCESS CERTAIN FOODS ANY LONGER.

The more you clear and Light bolt old standards, the
easier it gets to open up to new habits in your health

department.

Ask your Source Self to align you to the healthiest pro-
duction line ever, ask what kind of vitamins/minerals

you miss out on and breathe them through with
“the MaGic of Merlin” or the lavender ray termed

MANNA.

Manna is the spiritual alignment through which you can
breathe in your minerals and vitamins.

That is possible when you have integrated the 6th di-
mension and living from that space of Light environ-

ment..
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TAKE SOME TIME OUT TO REALLY“ALLOW” YOURSELF TO FEEL
THE NUTRITION THAT YOU NEED

Make a list of what you are willing to eliminate
from your diet.
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How are your going to improve your fitness level daily :
start with a 15 or 30 minutes fitness program of your
choice. This could be running, doing sit ups, dancing,
anything that makes you feel JOYFUL and upgrade that

to 1 hour a day :
PROGRAM THAT FOR 1 MONTH IN 3 PHASES
Something you can handle and stick to !

The best way to get that discipline in comes with the in-
tegration of the RED RAY AND ATHLETIC STRENGTH,

it will open the fire within, the passion, the discipline it
takes to hold on to a new program, a new structure.

Should you experience any excuse to not do any phys-
ical fitness :

that is only resistance and low self esteem :
Eliminate that with the white “ZIP FILES” in your pituitary
gland so you are set to go and start to manage your fit-

ness to a higher level every week

SET IT IN YOUR GOLDEN PENTAGRAM :
“ I AM THE BEST ATHLETE EVER WORKING OUT WITH

EASE AND GRACE” AND RUN THAT UP AND DOWN THE
SPINAL COLUMN.

You can use any mantra you wish, something that works
for you and run that through all day long: You need to

expect massive
results with this easy going exercise.
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Make a list of what you will add to your diet and HOW!
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DO NOT THINK ABOUT THE PROCESS,
PUT YOUR FOCUS ON THE OUTCOME,

ON HOW YOU WOULD LOOK LIKE AND FEEL
AND STOP MAKING PROMISES TO YOURSELF,

SET YOUR VIBRATION INTO THE NOW WITH THE SILVER
RAY AND START EXERCISING NOW.

BECAUSE THAT KEEPS YOU IN THE FLOW
THROUGH THE FLOW YOU WILL GET INSIGHT, DESIGNS,
IDEAS, SUPPORT, IT WILL IMPROVE YOUR SOUND AND

VISIONS.

Think of your body as an organism that needs
RE-ORGANISATION because EARTH IS
RE-ORGANISING into its ascension.

START WORKING OUT : NO EXCUSE, YOU NEED TO
CHANGE YOUR METABOLISM

THINKING about exercising means you will never get to
do it, TAKE ACTION NOW!

CREATE YOUR DETOX FITNESS PROGRAM
HERE TO BUILD THE BODY.

HOW WILL YOU MAXIMISE THE RESULTS?

People need to be wanting to trade with you! That is
how good you should be willing to look like.
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WHICH FITNESS PROGRAM SUITS YOU?
HOW WILL YOU MAXIMISE THE RESULTS?
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“BECOME A DECISION MAKING GENIUS
YOU NEED PRECISION IN DECISION”

How will you keep your self balanced out on all levels :
mentally, emotionally, physically and spiritually?

How will you schedule your meditational time?
How much time and energy will you give on upgrad-

ing
yourself with everything learned ?

Write out a discipline program that you ʻknowʼ
you can follow through.

How will you retrain that which is out of balance
and be critical about self?

EVERYTHING IN THIS UNIVERSE IS ABOUT
RETRAINING AND REPROGRAMMING SELF

The best way to do this is with the integration of your
GRANITE+ white I AM BODY

in meditation and run that through the spine until you
become it.

Granite teaches you Discipline, Focus and Perseverance.
Granite = A COMBINATION OF EARTH TIONES, COPPER

TONES AND GOLD TONES - VERY POWERFUL.

Becoming “PRECISE IN ECONOMICS” comes through the
White ray and your White ray Lake Erie antenna.

Always align to both rays!
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SCHEDULE YOUR MEDITATION TIME
IN THE MORNING+ DETAILS
IN THE EVENING + DETAILS

WHAT YOU WOULD LIKE TO EXPERIENCE DURING SLEEP?
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PHASE 7

WHAT IS PRICELESS? THAT IS BALANCING YOUR BUSINESS

WITH YOUR PRIVATE LIFE!

That is exclusive return investment because you have
love and friendship support and never ending commu-
nication necessary to support you and your business.

It is the pitfall where many fail because any imbalance or
unsatisfactory issues will always play out.

YOUR BODY, YOUR MONEY, YOUR RELATIONSHIPS, YOUR
CAREER, YOUR BUSINESS, YOUR JOY, YOUR

HAPPINESS NEED TO BE EXTREMELY BALANCED.
BE AS PASSIONATE AS YOU MAKE LOVE WITH YOUR
PARTNER AND GET THAT SAME PASSION INTO YOUR

BUSINESS!

That is truly
a study in itself!
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If you are not with the right partner, and you know it,
take action to stop any downgrading connection

because THESE EMOTIONS get in the way of
MANIFESTATION and everybody needs to take care of
their own emotions otherwise luggage from the past

from both partners create massive failure.

If you have these issues, eliminate them, disengage, be
open for a new partner that functions on the same

timeline of the NEW YOU!

It is truly about breaking free from any emotional bond,
especially where “IDENTIFICATIONS & COPYING”

from partners are concerned!

MANY PEOPLE SUCH AS PARTNERS WRITE their density
on your authentic self, meaning it keeps you from feel-
ing, thinking and expressing wisely. It is like a hybrid
that embedded itself on your DNA that keeps you

serving the old paradigms.

Clearing the DNA from former invasions will bring the
deepest relief ever. If you are accustomed to working
with LIGHT as in CO-CREATION and becoming it on a
daily level, then it should not be too difficult to learn

that stage.

Jobs need to sustain your health and wealth.
Your family needs to be in complete harmony,

serenity and joy.
Your passion in your business or job needs to fuse with

family life and your extra time life.

“In order to live a life that is fulfilled we have
to complete the levels that broke us and fuse with the

levels that make us flow the same timeline.”

“We are entering the age where copy and identifications
are going to break you in order to claim your authentic

self.”

The universe is re-organising, so we have to follow suit
as our organs need to meet up with the new

requirements for health, wealth and business degrees
on every level of society.

Many identify with social media antiques , television
screens such as television series and silly talk shows

that FEED you on former AGREEMENTS set with self from
early times or identifying with the brain of somebody
you love, or copying words from somebody you love

which happens a lot and so on …

This keeps us from being SELF on all levels or the MANY
LEVELS OF HIGHER SELF ( Higher simply means that you
have decoded the old manipulated self, done the hard
work and rising from the fall into the halls of ascension.

Many are tired and exhausted from the HURT of former
relationships and refrain from stepping into a

new relationship because they FEAR the HURT. But then
again we cannot push such a STRONG CHEMICAL BOND

away from us for it is LOVE .

Looking at love from a different perspective would help
a lot and without expectation would learn the entity that
it would always serve and that really CRACKS the heart

open, literally, because one can hear it;
which is opening into the higher

degrees/fields /vibes and frequencies.
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LOVE SOMEBODY FOR WHAT THEY OFFER YOU
and let go of what you want from it.

It teaches strength and elegance which is quite some
LEY line to enter….

What is that SUBSTANCE called LOVE ???
Why does it make all hard hearts gentle?

You love somebody because you MUST love that one, it
teaches you about the only substance worth studying

which is “LOVE”.
Because without Self Love in the first place, there is no
way in achieving success in the business or job you

LOVE to do.

If grief is the price you pay for love then there are many
chapters to integrate and understand in the BOOK OF

LOVE.

Keep in mind it is the only psychotherapy you can have
for free, almost like anything for free, IT IS NEVER VAL-

UED OR APPRECIATED .
THINK ABOUT IT!

There is no remedy but to love more. To love more
means you give your body, your brain , your mentality,

your spiritual strength
THE INVESTMENT it requires to become UNWAVERING

STRENGTH, BEAUTY AND SUCCESS
and polish where you fail on an every day level.

That is the only way “CHANGE” can pave a new highway
of fulfilment and joy.

CHOOSE “CHANGE” AND MAKE IT A MUST !

IT TAKES TIME TO SEE THINGS FROM A DIFFERENT PER-
SPECTIVE AND OPENING YOUR DIRECTIONAL SPACE

WITH YOUR SPIRIT SELF.
ALLOW YOUR SELF THAT TIME AND SPACE,

NEVER RUSH INTO ANY THING YOU WOULD LIKE TO
ACHIEVE !

KNOWING THE HEART IS KNOWING ITS
CONSCIOUSNESS FIRST, THEN ITS SUBSTANCE, THEN ITS
PRIME ORIGIN, THEN ITS MULTIPLE ORIGINS, THEN ITS

MECHANISM WITHIN –WITHOUT , THEN ITS LINKS, THEN,
THEN, THEN, ENDLESS !

A BREAK THROUGH ONLY COMES THROUGH
when never giving up on taking ʼACTIONSʼ until you get
so proficient in it that you continually eliminate what

does not work.

YOU NEED A PARTNER or somebody to team up with,
as you always start to look for the best in people and
add value to their weakness. This way you EMPOWER
people you work with and they empower you: a return

investment !

“ITʼS THE DECISIONS YOU MAKE THAT
MAKE YOU A MASTER”

“ALWAYS FIND BETTER ANSWERS TO THE PROBLEM”

“SEARCH AND MAXIMISE RESOURCES”
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MAKE A LIST : WHAT DO YOU THINK IS BLINDING YOU ?
What kind of relationships do you need to leave behind?

in order to attract empowering
Relationships, WHAT ACTIONS WILL YOU TAKEN and

HOW WOULD THEY FEEL LIKE?



How will you restructure you life in order to have a
strong body,

a balanced mind without any mind tricks, a balanced
diet, and how will you keep investing on holding your
focus on the highest Gold Standard letting nothing or

nobody INTERFERE with your peaceful new life.

YOU NEED TO BE STRATEGIC AND LEARN TO INVEST IN
SELF EDUCATION DAILY !

ALWAYS THINK ABOUT YOUR PASSION AND STUDY IN
THAT AREA IN ORDER TO BETTER UNDERSTAND IT, NO

MATTER HOW SMALL IT IS !

THERE IS ALWAYS A LEARNING CURVE IN LIFE LIKE
A NEVER ENDING SPIRAL THAT MOTIVATES YOU, KEEPS

YOUR IDEAS ROLLING AND THUS CREATES MORE
PASSION!

MARKETING STARTS IN YOUR OWN BRAIN,
YOUR COMPUTER SHIP,

THE CAPSTONE OF ALL CREATIONS !

“MAKE SURE WHAT YOU WANT TO DO IS WHAT YOU
WANT TO DO AND NOT BECAUSE OF SUCCESS AND

MONEY, BUT BECAUSE ITS YOUR PASSION,
YOUR ELECTRIC OUTPUT.”

IF YOU ARE UNSURE, THAT IS NOT GOING TO WORK BE-
CAUSE YOUR MAXIMUM POTENTIAL DOES NOT COME

WITH UNCERTAINTY, INSTEAD IT KILLS YOUR VIBRATION
AND THUS YOUR NATURAL WAY OF ATTRACTING SUC-

CESS, PROSPERITY AND ABUNDANCE IN YOUR LIFE.

ELIMINATE INSECURITIES WITH THE LAVENDER/
BLACK RAYS AND LOAD FAITH WITH THE BLUE RAY

WHAT ARE YOUR STRATEGIES ?

DESCRIBE THE FIRST STEPS OF HOW YOU UNDER-
STAND THE LANGUAGE OF MONEY AND HOW YOU

WOULD LIKE TO GET THERE.

From point A to point B.

Light is moving into all business because of the grids
that talk and communicate loud and do not accept any

opportunistic input any longer.

It is also reason why many business are falling and
reason why other business need an upgrade or educa-
tional level into light in order to attract new clientele

and to flourish on the spiritual scales of extreme wealth.
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TO MANIFEST THE NEW THE OLD NEEDS TO FALL
YOU NEED TO GAIN TRUST AND GET FANS
YOU NEED TO ACT ON OPPORTUNITIES

YOU NEED TO FOLLOW THROUGH
YOU NEED TO FILL IN YOUR GAPS,

KNOW WHAT THEY ARE

YOU NEED TO KNOW HOW TO TARGET,
YOUR CLIENTELE, AND YOU NEED TO

KNOW WHO THEY ARE.

WHAT IS YOUR STRATEGIC GOLDEN PLAN?
TAKE YOURSELF INTO A DEEP MEDITATIONAL SPACE

AND INVITE YOUR LIGHT BUSINESS TEAM TO ASSIST YOU
IN SETTING THAT PLAN AND POLISHING IT WHEN THESE

THINGS CLEAR UP EVERY DAY.

A Strategy needs to come into fruition through your
wishes and desires. It unfold through meditation, con-

nections, study,
alignments, questionnaires, research and good mental

health.
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Elaborate a strategic plan
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Create a marketing plan which business platforms
Will you be working from
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What would YOU LIKE TO DO IF MONEY were NO OBJECT,
This is a very tricky question as

your answers may associate with your current situation.
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WHAT IS YOUR HIGHEST LEVEL “PURPOSE” FOR CLAIMING
YOUR POWER AND

MANIFESTING YOUR DREAMS, DESIRES AND WISHES ON
THE HIGHEST LEVEL OF

INTEGRITY, VALUE, VARIABLES AND
NEW ETHICS

THIS WILL CREATE THE
HIGHEST LEVEL OF CHANGE !

For if your purpose is to only make good money, that
will never create a fulfilled life. A purpose comes from

deep within, something you always knew.

IT IS YOUR SPECIALTY, YOUR UNIQUENESS,
it is something you excel at and which nobody can per-

form
as well as you can.

BECOME YOUR OWN INTERNAL INVESTIGATOR AND FIND
YOUR TRUTH BEYOND YOUR PASSION, THAT IS VIBRAT-
ING ON THE HIGHEST SCALES OF MANIFESTATION AND

ACKNOWLEDGING SELF AS
THE CREATOR SELF WITH EXTREME

GIFTS AND TALENTS
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What is your PURPOSE FOR MANIFESTING, CREATING

AND INVENTING?
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MAKE THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN GIFTS AND TALENTS
AND EXPLORE HOW YOU WOULD APPLY THEM.

HOW ARE YOU GOING TO TAKE ACTION AND WHAT ARE
THE ACTIONS YOU WILL TAKE IN ORDER TO MANIFEST?
THIS, IS THE MOST IMPORTANT LIST TO COMPLETE

THROUGH YOUR INTUITION & INSPIRATION
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WHAT KIND OF SOURCES/FORCES/RESOURCES WOULD
YOU APPLY TO KEEP YOUR DRIVE FLOWING AND TO FUL-

FIL YOUR PURPOSE?
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What is your UNIQUE POTENTIAL?
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WHAT ARE THE GOLDEN OPPORTUNITIES
YOU MAY TRY OUT AND COMMIT TO?

Phase 8

BE VERY CLEAR AND SPECIFIC ABOUT YOUR INTEN-
TIONS BECAUSE THE UNIVERSE LOVES DETAIL; AND
GO BACK TO YOUR LIST OF WHAT YOU WOULD LIKE

TO
MANIFEST IN ORDER TO FEEL HAPPY,

FULFILLED, SATISFIED, AND ATTRACT ABUNDANCE,
prosperity and success.

SET YOUR DAILY ALIGNMENTS IN YOUR SPACE WITH
YOUR SOURCE AND YOUR 3 PENTAGRAMS

Until you really become them and can easily change your grids
in the Capstone become accustomed to communicating with

your guides, your Team of Light, the elements and
elementals.Hold your FOCUS in the frontal lobe region

of the brain.

HOW WILL YOU RELATE TO YOUR CUSTOMERS ?
How will you communicate with them ?

WE ARE ENTERING THE AGE OF COMMUNICATION AND GATHER-
INGS ! MASTERING THE WAY YOU SPEAK,

YOUR TONE, YOUR EXPRESSION IS 100% IMPORTANT!
YOU NEED PROXIMITY, EYE CONTACT, PHYSICAL CONTACT,

YOU NEED TO BUILD TRUST.
HOW WILL YOU ESTABLISH THAT SO THAT PEOPLE COME CLOSER

TO YOU INSTEAD OF STEPPING BACK ?
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WHAT ARE THE GOLDEN OPPORTUNITIES
YOU MAY TRY OUT AND COMMIT TO?



YOU NEED TO GIVE PEOPLE SOME SPACE TO THINK
ABOUT WHAT YOU HAVE TO OFFER.

HOW WILLL YOU KNOW HOW TO TOUCH PEOPLE LIKE IN
SHAKING HANDS :

IT COMES THROUGH EXPERIENCE, THROUGH
knowledge (green ray) your heart and your intuition.

DONʼT ALLOW PEOPLE TO GET TONGUE-TIED!
WHY DID YOU FAIL IN THE PAST:

ECONOMY, TECHNOLOGY, NO CONFIDENCE,
NO CONTACT, NO TIME, MONEY ISSUES.?

THESE ARE NOT THE PROBLEM,
IT IS ALL IN THE LACK OF RESOURCES !

Your integrity, your passion, your creativity, your heart-
beat and polished character/mentality are the deepest

resources you
can have.

You must be the leader of your psychology!
That is the missing link to any manifestation.

You need to continuously grow and change your life
conditions into an area where it makes you feel happy at
all times, with your relationships, with your children,

with your friends,
with your business.

No matter what you do, you need to do it with passion
and find that passion in order to be able to expand

within your area of expertise.
Even if you work field is in the low wages,

there are always opportunities to come up with ideas
that leads you up the ladder of expansion, more growth,

more money.

Because when you can come up with a supper idea that
benefits the whole company or business entrepreneur

you are working for currently, then you need to get paid
as a co-manager for your ideas. This is merely an ex-
ample. Truth is, it can happen anywhere at any time
when being persistent enough and pulling the right

respectful attitude forward.
Otherwise you need to leave your current job, and find

the best job that answers your requirements.

THAT IS EASY WHEN WORKING THROUGH AND WITH THE
CRYSTALLINE GRIDS BECAUSE THEY DO THE COMMU-
NICATION and people will get attracted to you because

of the grids!

You need to continuously shift where you limit your Self:
in your space with your Source and required grids.

Learn to take care of your issues immediately,
do not allow excuses!

Even a 5 minutes meditation can do wonders when
working with the grids. You can even ask the grids to
continuously inundate the lower senses, the suffering,

any dual consciousness.

Remember never blame your boss, your family, friends
or any other entity for you always manifest

what you are.

Changing energy takes as much time as getting to learn
about energy and many techniques that are readily

available when you allow your inner Psyche to connect
with your Source and trust the answers to your

questions!
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HOW WILL YOU MASTER YOUR
CONNECTION AND COMMUNICATION

WITH YOUR CUSTOMERS ?
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NOW GO BACK TO YOUR SACRED SPACE
IN YOUR HEART WITH THE ORANGE/GOLD TONES AND
START FEELING ALL THESE THINGS THROUGH AS IF YOU

ALREADY HAD MANIFESTED THEM AND MAKE IT AS
STRONG AS YOU CAN WITH THE

FOLLOWING LEY LINES :
ALIGN TO THE LONGITUDE FLOW LEY LINES.

Call forth the Longitude Golden Flow Ley lines
first and let these integrate for 5 minutes.

You can just breathe these though until you
feel the changes.

ALGIN TO THE LATITUDE GOLDEN FLOW LEY LINES
and integrate them with your breathing system.

Both Ley lines may reveal pictures.
Then merge your flow Ley lines that coordinate with
your business GRID and let that also flow through

on a daily level.
Command it in!

FLOW LEY LINES assist in opening the universal non-
stop flow of prosperity, abundance and success.

A Business Grid could look like a Golden grid with Bur-
gundy waves in the background: you can also add as
many elements as you wish in your grid as long as you

call them in and ground them such as
crystals, herbs, flowers, trees, your production line...
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How will you strengthen the heart
And become a warrior of

manifestations?



NOW YOU CAN START RUNNING YOUR WISH LIST
THROUGH THE GOLDEN PENTAGRAM

REMEMBER: EACH SENTENCE STARTS WITH
“MY” OR WITH “I AM”

STATE CLEARLY IN WHICH AMOUNT OF TIME YOU WANT
THEM TO MANIFEST:

3 months? 6 months? Or 12 months ?
The best way however is to always surrender and state :

“I AM ASKING ALL OF THIS LIST TO MANIFEST AS
DIVINELY TIMED, SPACED AND REQUIRED.”

BE REALISTIC because you need to be able to achieve
your goals on a physical, mental and spiritual level.

Make the right connections, and create a
STRATEGIC PLAN !

Maybe start with 5 easy manifestations you can achieve
immediately or in 3 months time.

But keep on setting the goals for 5 other manifestations
that may take 6 months to manifest.

Then set the goals for 5 other wishes that may take
you 12 months to achieve.

THEN PUT YOUR WISH LIST into a WOODEN BOX OR PROSPERITY
BOX and each time you set up your meditational space with the
black and white pentagrams + the Golden pentagram, your Or-
ange Sonar Waves bathing in Gold tones/rose and your white/
golden economic Ley Lines, let that also swirl through your

prosperity box.

TO FINISH THIS OFF YOU MAY INVITE ALL 12 RAYS OF
CREATION AND FUSE THEM ONE AT A TIME WITH YOUR

ENERGY FIELDS AND YOUR PROSPERITY BOX.

A good way to get to know all first 12 rays of creation is
by experiencing them and asking them about their con-

sciousness as each ray represents 12 types of con-
sciousness that can override old negative thought

patterns.

THE AQUAMARINE JET STREAMS THAT GATHER ALL THE
12 RAYS OR UNIVERSAL CONSCIOUSNESS WILL ALWAYS
ALLOW FOR A WELCOME RELIEVE FROM ANY STUCK

PATTERN.

This prosperity box can be a wooden box in which you
place crystals, other elements, your wish list, anything

of value to you, things you really adore.

For this you will need a box made out of oak (which is a
very powerful element) or bamboo or any other type of

wood you would like to align to.
Then decorate this prosperity box with the elements

you like.

Wonderfull crystals are the amethyst from Brazil for in-
stant manifestation, the Arkansas crystal connected to
the white economic ray, the red ruby from Burma for
prosperity, the Lepidolite connected to silver success,

the flint stone from Hopewell/Ohio assists
the streaming of Business.

You may add anything you really love and that is really
part of you.
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A GOOD WAY TO END YOUR WISH LIST :

“I ask for all of this or something far better I cannot
possibly think of to manifest with ease and grace into

my life right NOW
or as DIVINELY TIMED in gratitude”

+ put your name and energy signature on that list.

BE CLEAR ABOUT WHAT YOU SEEK AND ALLOW THE
CRYSTALLINE GRIDS TO SHOW YOU MAGICAL
MANIFESTATIONS THAT CAN FURTHER YOUR
INTENT INSTEAD OF STAGNATING INTO IT;

BE AWARE THAT THE UNIVERSE CAN WORK WITH ANY-
THING TO SET UP MANY GOLDEN

OPPORTUNITIES AS LONG AS YOU GIVE SPIRIT THE
ALLOWANCE TO INTERVENE ON YOUR BEHALF.

AND YES THIS WORKS FAST,
SOMETIMES IN A FEW MINUTES TIME !

BE GRATEFUL IN A WAY THAT EVERYTHING IS ACHIEVED
AND FEEL THAT THROUGH, SPEND AS MUCH TIME IN

YOUR HEART AS YOU CAN AND BE PERSISTENT IN GET-
TING WHAT YOU WANT,

NEVER GIVE UP, AND PLACE YOUR INTENTION
EVERY DAY !

YOU NEED TO CREATE EVERYTHING IN YOUR
HEAD AND HEART.

YOU NEED TO CRAVE SUCCESS
ABUNDANCE AND PROSPERITY.

ITʼS THE PRACTISE AND THE REPROGRAMMING THAT
CREATES NEW PATTERNS

GET THE OLD WIRES OF FEAR, STRESS AND ANGER OUT
BECAUSE THAT CUTS OF MANIFESTATION!

BEING GRATEFUL AND STRESSFUL
DO NOT FLOW TOGETHER!

GET EXTREMELY STRONG IN MOTIVATION:
THAT IS WERE YOU START OUT!

GET OUT OF THE ADDICTION OF PROBLEMS

GET OUT OF UNWORTHINESS AND
ELIMINATE THAT DAILY

IF YOU FEEL WORTHLESS, FEEL LIKE YOU
ARE NEVER ENOUGH:

YOU WILL FAIL, TURN THAT AROUND AND FEEL STRONG
TO FINALLY BREAK THROUGH.

“I AM ENOUGH”
YOU WILL KNOW WHAT TO DO!

PROGRESS IS DAILY WORK ON THE TABLES OF
NEW CREATIONS

PROGRESS MAKES YOU FEEL EXCITED.

YOU ATTRACT EQUAL TO YOUR RITUALS!
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ASK QUESTIONS FROM A SPACE OF CERTAINTY
SUCH AS YOUR MEDITATION AND TRUST

THE ANSWERS.

KEEP ON GETTING ANSWERS UNTIL SATISFIED
AND THEN START WORKING WITH THESE ANSWERS This
is sometimes the hardest chapter because we need to

create the new FABRICS FOR A NEW PLAN.

But as always, with spirit in the body, there is nothing
you cannot achieve: the best gemstone to wear for this

is the AMETRINE.

QUALITY AND QUANTITY NEED TO MATCH
OTHERWISE YOU BURN AND STRESS YOURSELF OUT.

BE AWARE OF THAT!

EVERYTHING COMES DOWN TO THE LEVEL OF
RESPECT WITHIN, respect for the universe, respect for
your clientele, respect for co-creation, respect for

opportunities …

THE BUSINESS OF SPIRIT IS THE CHANGE THAT IS MANI-
FESTING NOW ON EARTH AS EVERYTHING YOU HAVE

LEARNED HERE IS ABOUT THE CONSCIOUSNESS WITHIN
LIGHT THAT HAS BEEN FORGOTTEN

FOR A LONG TIME.

IT IS EXACTLY THAT CONSCIOUSNESS THAT IS EMBED-
DED WORLDWIDE NOW WITH SOURCE AND SPRIT BACK

IN THE CRYSTALLINE GRIDS THAT IS CAUSING THE
CHANGES WE EXPERIENCE.

WHAT IS HAPPENING IS THAT LIGHT
CONSCIOUSNESS IS OVERRIDING THE DUAL MEANS IN
ECONOMICS SO THAT PEOPLE CAN BE RELEASED FROM

FALSENESS AND MANIPULATION.

It is also reason why why so many business are col-
lapsing, and that is not only due to the crisis, it is due to

TRUTH coming into the world that was held captive
for many eons.

This is also reason why MASSIVE NEW JOBS NEED TO
OPEN UP WITH NEW ENTREPRENEURS such as your self!

Because the earth is done with the old products that
create disease after disease.

So here you have massive GOLDEN OPPORTUNITIES
THAT WILL OPEN UP FOR YOU.

ALL YOU NEED TO DO IS TO ALIGN IN YOUR
REQUIRED SPACE WITH YOUR SOURCE,
INVITE THE UPGRADES AND LISTEN.

YOU WILL NOTICE THAT WITH EVERY NEW LEVEL
OF FITNESS ACHIEVED, YOU WILL OPEN NEW
MENTAL CAPABILITIES, INTUITION OPENS
FURTHER AS YOU EDUCATE YOURSELF .

MASTER SELF ON EVERY DEGREE!
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Remember who you truly are, to remember your
capabilities, your gifts, your talents, your assignments!

AND ASK THE RIGHT QUESTIONS
TO ONCE AGAIN BELIEVE IN SELF AND TO NEVER EVER

WAVER AGAIN.

YOU HAVE ALL THE VIRTUES AND ATTRIBUTES YOU NEED
WITH THIS COURSE TO LEAVE YOUR EGO MENTALITY

AND FAILURE BEHIND!

BE IN A STATE OF INSTANT ACTION AND
BE PREPARED.

“GET OBSESSED TO CHANGE”

CHANGE COMES FROM INTEGRATING NEW IDEALS
AND CONTINUALLY REWRITING THE BRAIN THROUGH YOUR

MOST POWERFUL “I AM” MANTRAS THAT OVERRIDE ANY DENSITY
WHENEVER YOU BRAIN IS BALANCING OUT FROM THE OLD MEN-

TAL NOTES INTO THE NEW YOU.

A few examples

“I Am 100% confident that everything manifests in Divine Time”
“I Am respected, admired and appreciated by my whole team,

family members and intimate relationship”
“I Am continually manifesting new goals and desires”

“I Am 100% at peace and in balance at all times”
“I Am living my dream without fail”

“I Am non stop opening new actions to achieve better goals”
“I Am trusting my assistance and support from the other side”
“I Am solid as a rock, nothing or nobody can influence my new

life style”
“I Am ready to accept and allow the million dollar flow into my

bank account”

REWRITE YOUR BLUE PRINT,
YOUR UNIQUE STORY

EVERY DAY,
UNTIL SATISFIED WITH YOUR CREATIVE OUTPUT

ON ALL LEVELS OF YOUR LIFE

AND LET THE STARS
FALL FOR YOU !

Good luck !

You can do it !

SharlotChi
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About the Author

SharlotChi
Studying anatomy, biology and science opened her passion to research

how energy works in New Business and Evolution of all species.
Design, video content, Fashion, Health, Real Estate, Community Building

are
important issues when it comes to bringing new values in business situ-

ations geared
towards the fusion and development of skills.

It took her through a laboratory of in-depth studies to discover how im-
portant it is to bring modern day Communication systems into fusion with

our Creative capacities
beyond mundane parlour and enable people to see/integrate/thrive from

many
perspectives. Lets be an inspiration to all, the forgotten ones, and the suc-

cessful.

Her daily practice and devotion to the Universe and many Sources/Forces;
opened up into becoming a self educated Artist, Author, Graphic designer,

Universal Healer,
Self-Empowerment channel and Mental Health Coach. Her Essence and

teachings are to be enjoyed through her YouTube channel, seminars, work-
shops,

individual sessions and on-lines.

She fell in love with creation while seeing it through her own
creative lens, FOR EXPERIENCES MATTER in regards to modern day develop-
ment that assists humanity to manage their mental/psychological/spiritual

and physical
energy levels which is somehow the highest missing link in any experience

and
business development.

She considers her self a creator investigator and a longtime practicing
magician who broke through the boundaries of traditional ways of mani-
festing and would like to offer her services in the domains of all faculties

that need to merge to promote well being in the current world.The
guidelines or crucial principals of Magical Engineering in this book serve
the reader through the sleight of spiritual Universal Techniques necessary

for high results.

In a clear and detailed style, PreView presents the theoretical side to suc-
cessful magic. She includes a fresh look at cosmogenesis, auric magic, and
offers the practical advanced steps that are needed to create instant effect,

success and a prosperous life style.
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ADVANCED INFORMATION ABOUT
The author SharlotChi

FOR COMPLETE LIFE CHANGING COURSE :
“ALCHEMY & IMMORTALITY”

Email:
unifiedfields@live.be

YouTube
SharlotChi

Instagram
@SharlotChiArts
@Sharlotschi

Website:
sharlotchi.info

Most links to her website are to be found on her YouTube channel;
Such as workshops, seminars, on-lines, daily empowerment,

artworks, self-development; and intense Alchemy Journey geared to the
complete transition of the body into Light Body.

The first Book written by the author SharlotChi
And only available via email or her website:

"THE I AM FACULTY": BOOK + ORACLE ART CARDS
FOR DAILY SHIFTS IN CONSCIOUSNESS, NEW LEVELS OF

AWAKENING, GUIDANCE,INSPIRATIONS AND ASPIRATIONS.
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